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Abstract—Problems of decision criteria in tasks of image analysis and pattern recognition are considered.
Overlearning as a practical consequence of fundamental paradoxes in inductive inference is illustrated by
examples. Theoretical (based on algorithmic complexity) and practical formulations of the minimum
description length (MDL) principle are given. A decrease in the overlearning effect is shown on examples of
modern recognition, grouping, and segmentation methods modified by the MDL principle. The representa
tional MDL principle is introduced as an extension of the MDL principle, which makes it possible to take
into account the dependence of the optimality criterion of the model from prior information given in data
representation, as well as to perform optimization of representations. Novel possibilities of constructing
learnable image analysis algorithms by optimizing the representation based on the extended MDL principle
are described.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tasks of image analysis and pattern recognition are
rather varied. At the same time, they possess certain
similarities, since they contain induction as an essen
tial part. Inductive inference consists of searching for
regularities in observation data and in the construction
of models of the data source. Methods of inductive
inferences contain general components, such as
model space, decision criterion, optimization, or
search algorithm. Methods of image analysis and pat
tern recognition always include these components in
explicit or implicit form.
Studies in the aforementioned fields frequently
invent particular ad hoc optimality criteria and data
description models based on heuristic considerations.
The areas of application of these methods appear to be
greatly restricted, due to the narrow model space
(detectable regularities) and inaccuracy of optimality
criteria. As a result, effects of overlearning arise in the
field of pattern recognition and problems of construct
ing nontrivially learnable algorithms arise in the field
of image analysis. These problems are inherent, not
only to purely heuristic methods of recognition and
analysis, but also to the application of seemingly cor
rect mathematical approaches, such as the Bayes’ rule
for the most probable model selection.
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In this work, the wellknown principle of minimum
description length (MDL) is described, which usage
helps to introduce correct decision criterion for solv
ing overlearning problem. A novel representational
MDL (RMDL) principle has been introduced as an
extension of the MDL principle that makes it possible
to take into account the dependence of the model
optimality criterion on the prior information given in
data representation. Moreover, the RMDL principle
makes it possible to construct image analysis methods
with strong learnability via the automatic optimization
of representations.
2. BAYES’ CRITERION
One of the most widely used mathematical criteria
in inductive inference is based on the following Bayes’
rule:
P ( D H )P ( H )
(1)
P ( H D ) =  ,
P(D)
where P(H|D) is the posterior probability of model H
with the given data D, P(H) and P(D) are prior proba
bilities, P(D|H) is likelihood of data D with the given
model H.
For example, the Bayes’ rule can be directly
applied to the classification problem. Let D be one
pattern and H be one of the classes. If one has proba
bility density distributions P(D|H) of patterns within
each class and unconditional probabilities P(H), he
can easily select the most probable class for the given
pattern maximizing P(H|D).
Learning in statistical pattern recognition consists
of inducing probability distributions based on training
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set {di, hi}, where di is the ith pattern and hi is its class.
Here, prior probabilities P(H) can be estimated from
the frequencies of each class in the training set. Distri
bution P(D|H) should be represented as an element of
some family P(D|H, w), where w is an indicator (e.g.
parameter vector) of specific distribution. Using
Bayes’ rule and supposing independence of patterns
one can obtain the following:
P(w)

∏

P ( d i h i, w )

i
P ( w D ) = 
 .
P(D)

(2)

Values of P(di |hi, w) can be explicitly calculated for
the specific distribution defined with w. However,
there is a problem with evaluation of prior probabilities
P(w). In order to correctly specify these probabilities,
one must have a large number of training sets and the
true probability for each of them should be known.
This is impossible because these true probabilities are
unknown, even for human experts constructing a
training set.
Many researchers prefer to ignore prior probabili
ties and to use the maximum likelihood (ML)
approach. The same result will be obtained if one sup
poses that prior probabilities are equal. This supposi
tion is evidently incorrect because, in the case of infi
nite model spaces, prior distributions become non
normalized. In practice, this leads to the overlearning
problem. For example, consider mixture Gaussian
models. The likelihood of data will be maximized for
the maximum number of components (equal to the
number of training patterns) in a mixture leading to
degenerate distribution. This is the socalled over
learning (or overfitting) effect.
This effect also appears in the task of regression.
For example, if one tries to find a polynomial that fits
the given points with minimum error (maximum like
lihood), he will obtain a polynomial with the maxi
mum degree that follows all errors in the data and pos
sesses no generalization or extrapolation capabilities.
An oversegmentation effect of the same origin appears
in various image segmentation tasks [1]; models with
more segments will be more precise.
As has been pointed out in studies [2, 3], the prob
lem of prior probabilities is fundamental. This is con
nected with some paradoxes in inductive inference,
such as Goodman’s Grue emerald paradox (grue
emeralds are green before some date and blue after it).
The paradox lies in the fact that the observational data
show the same evidence for emeralds to be green or
grue.
Many criteria with an heuristically introduced pen
alty exist for model complexity. Still, new criteria are
being invented for particular tasks of information pro
cessing. This is surprising because correct general cri
terion was proposed 50 years ago and it is well known;
however, its importance is still underestimated.
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3. ALGORITHMIC PROBABILITY
Consider the following notion of (prefix) algorith
mic complexity of a binary string β introduced by A.
N. Kolmogorov:
K U ( β ) = min [ l ( α ) U ( α ) = β ],
α

(3)

where U is a universal Turing machine (UTM), α is an
arbitrary algorithm (program for UTM), and l(α) is its
length. In accordance with this notion, the amount of
information contained in the data (string) equals the
length of the shortest program that can produce this
data.
Unlike the Shannon theory, this notion of informa
tion quantity relies not on probability, but on pure
combinatorial assumptions. R. Solomonoff proposed
to derive the probability from the algorithmic com
plexity and to use it in induction. Indeed, if it is possi
ble to derive optimal codes from probabilities, one can
invert this task and find probabilities from optimal
codes.
The probability of a program α is connected with
its length l(α) as follows:
P(α) = 2

–l ( α )

(4)

.

Arbitrary string β can be generated by a number of
programs αi, so its algorithmic probability can be cal
culated using the equation
P(β) =

∑2

–l ( αi )

.

(5)

i

This is the socalled universal distribution.
The algorithmic probability can be called the theo
retical information formalization of Occam’s razor
and solves the problem of prior probabilities [3].
Apparently, if some string has any regularity, it can be
generated by some shorter (than string) program, so its
probability is higher. If one supposes that there are no
nonalgorithmic regularities, the set of algorithms will
give universal model space. With a correctdecision
criterion, this will yield a universal inductive inference
method. Unfortunately, algorithmic probability is
incalculable.
4. MINIMUM DESCRIPTION
LENGTH PRINCIPLE
More practical schemes, such as the principles of
Wallace’s minimum message length (MML) and Ris
sanen’s minimum description length (MDL) avoid the
incalculability problem by considering restricted sub
sets of models. Li and Vitanyi’s ideal MDL principle
also utilizes computable models. In general, these
principles can be obtained from algorithmic complex
ity if one divides program for UTM α = μδ into the
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Fig. 1. Example of polynomial approximation.

algorithm itself (regular component of the model) μ
and input data (random component) δ as follows:
K ( β μ ) = min [ l ( δ ) U ( μδ ) = β ],
K ( β ) = min [ l ( μ ) + K ( β μ ) ].

M–1

(6)

μ

f (x w) =

∑w x .
k

(8)

k

k=0

Consequently, the equation
μ* = arg min [ l ( μ ) + K ( β μ ) ]

ably, with some residuals) by polynomial with M
dimensional parameter vector w

(7)

gives the best model via minimization of model com
plexity l(μ) and model precision K(β|μ) = l(δ), where
δ describes deviations of data β from model μ. Equa
tion (7) is similar to Bayes’ rule if one assumes l(μ) =
log2P(μ) and K(β|μ) = log2P(β|μ). Here, prior proba
bilities can be calculated.
If one considers the calculable complexity, the best
model can be calculated for any string. However, cal
culability is not sufficient for practical use because
inductive inference problem appears to be NPhard in
these settings.
Universal inductive inference method turned out to
be practically impossible even with correct decision
criterion, because of essential search problem. Never
theless, the MDL principle (or its equivalents) in the
following verbal form [2] appears to be very fruitful in
analysis and pattern recognition. The best model of
the given data source is the one that minimizes the sum
of the length (in bits) of the model description and the
length (in bits) of data encoded with the use of the
model.
In order to apply this principle in practice, Heuris
tic coding schemes are introduced for each particular
task. For example, when considering some parametric
subfamily of algorithms, one must describe only the
values of parameters that specify the concrete model.
Searching within this subfamily can be easy, but only
an a priori restricted set of regularities can be captured.
5. PRACTICAL USE OF THE MDL PRINCIPLE
Consider the task of polynomial approximation.
Some polynomial can be interpreted as an algorithm
that produces a string y1 y2…yn from the given input
string x1x2…xn, where (xi, yi) are points to be fit (prob

The model description contains information about
parameters w. If the polynomial precisely fits the given
data, the data description length will be zero. Other
wise, one must also describe deviations of the data
from the model. The data encoded using the model
include deviations ei = yi – f(xi |w), which description
length can be estimated based on entropy Le =
nH({ei}) in assumption of their independence. If devi
ations have a Gaussian distribution, the entropy will be
proportional to the logarithm of dispersion; i.e., the
optimization of Le will lead to the leastsquares
method (LSM), which is a type of ML method.
In order to avoid overfitting, one must take into
account the description length of model parameters
Lw, which depends on the precision (number of bits
per parameter) with which they are described. Each
parameter can be rounded with a different precision
(this will result in changes in both Le and Lw) in order
to find the optimum. We have the following rough esti
mation for M parameters and n data elements [4]: Lw
= 0.5Mlog2n. The resulting equation for the MDL cri
terion is as follows:
M
(9)
L ( w ) = nH ( { y i – f ( x w ) } ) +  log 2n.
2
Figure 1 shows an example of fitting different poly
nomials to some set of noisy points.
One point was not included into the training set; it
is used to check the extrapolation quality. Table 1
shows the average error in the point of training set, the
average error in some wider interval, and the description
length for polynomials of different degrees (M – 1).
It can be seen that the average error at points from
the training set decreases with the degree of the poly
nomial; it does not correspond to true extrapolation
precision. The MDL criterion helps to choose optimal
model complexity. Of course, similar results can be
achieved using the crossvalidation technique. The
latter, however, has several drawbacks, i.e., it does not
give understanding of overlearning origin, the model is
constructed using only the portion of data that results
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in a loss of precision, and crossvalidation is difficult
to apply in unsupervised learning or image analysis
tasks.
The same results can be achieved in the task of pat
tern recognition, when this task is reduced to the
approximation problem, and nonlinear (e.g. polyno
mial) discrimination functions may have different
complexity [5]. Similarly, the MDL criterion helps to
choose the optimal complexity of support vector mod
els [6] and the number of components in mixture
models [7]. There are also many applications of the
MDL principle in image analysis tasks, such as texture
segmentation, feature extraction, structural descrip
tion, object recognition, spatial transformation esti
mation, optical flow estimation, change detection,
and many others. Figures 2 and 3 shows some initial
images and results of segmentation based on the MDL
criterion (Fig. 3 also shows results with least squares
criterion for comparison).
6. REPRESENTATIONAL MDL PRINCIPLE
As can be seen, the MDL principle helps to par
tially solve problems, such as overfitting (in the task of
approximation), overlearning (in the task of pattern
recognition), and oversegmentation (i.e., to automat
ically select the number of regions in the image), in
practice. However, it can also be seen that coding
schemes for estimating the description length are
introduced heuristically in the MDLbased methods.
Ungrounded coding schemes are nonoptimal and
nonadaptive (independent of the given data). These
schemes define algorithmically incomplete model
spaces that cause corresponding methods of image
analysis and pattern recognition to be fundamentally
restricted. Thus, there is a large gap between the theo
retical MDL principle with universal model space and
prior probability distribution and its practical applica
tions.
In order to overcome this gap, tasks of inductive
inference should be considered as mass problems.
Indeed, image analysis and pattern recognition meth
ods are usually executed independently for each image
or pattern. It is easy to show that algorithmic complex
ity of concatenation of some data strings β1β2…βn is
smaller than the sum of their individual algorithmic
complexities as follows:

Table 1. Results of polynomial approximation
M

e

e [–100, 350]

L

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

20.8
18.0
8.4
8.1
8.0
7.6
7.5
6.6
6.0

64.5
62.8
6.0
27.0
70.9
326.8
590.9
8332
34912

45.5
45.1
35.6
36.9
38.2
39.3
40.8
40.6
40.9

data on two different UTMs differ by a constant that
does not depend on the given data. Consequently, the
influence of the difference between UTMs will
decrease with an increase in the volume of data and
equivalent models will be selected.
However, in practice, constant C may be very large.
Moreover, difference in algorithmic complexities will
be unbounded in mass problems of automatic data
processing, because only the following inequality will
be held
n

∑K

∑K

n

U ( βi )

i=1

≤

∑ K ( β ) + nC.
V

i

Fig. 2. Example of contour segmentation.
U ( β i ).

(10)

i=1

Moreover, a universal prior probability distribution
appears to be dependent on the choice of universal
Turing machine (UTM), which can be considered an
additional theoretical difficulty. Usually, this difficulty
is assumed to be nonessential, since a constant string ν
exists for any two UTMs, U and V, such that
(∀α)U(vα) = V(α). In other words, (∀β)KU(β) ≤
KV(β) + C; i.e., the algorithmic complexities of any
PATTERN RECOGNITION AND IMAGE ANALYSIS

(11)

i=1

It can now be seen why heuristic coding schemes
are used in practical applications of the MDL princi
ple in the tasks of image analysis and pattern recogni
tion, rather than a universal model space defined by
some UTM. Not only does the search for an algorith
mically complete space leads to computational prob
lems, but the selection of a specific coding scheme
exerts a strong influence on the modelquality crite

n

K U ( β 1 β 2 …β n ) 
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Fig. 3. Example of image segmentation.
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rion and, consequently, on the efficiency of the corre
sponding method.
These difficulties are the most crucial for image
analysis and pattern recognition as mass problems;
therefore, the difference between left and right parts of
Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) should be minimized. The sum
of algorithmic complexities of data strings (sum of
lengths of their independent descriptions) is much
larger than the algorithmic complexity of their concat
enation (length of their joint description) because
these sets contain mutual information. This mutual
information should be removed from descriptions of
individual data strings, and should be considered as
prior information in corresponding methods. This
implies the use of conditional algorithmic complexity.
Indeed,
⎛ n
⎞
K U ( β 1 β 2 …β n ) ≈ min ⎜ K U ( β i S ) + l ( S )⎟ ,
S ⎝
⎠
i=1

∑

(12)

where conditional algorithmic complexity can be cal
culated as KU(βi |S) = min ( l ( μ ) U ( Sμ ) = β i ) , S is
μ

some string, and l(S) is its length [8].
It
can
be
shown
that
(∀U,
V,
S)(∃S')(∀β)KU(β|S') = KV(β|S). Let S' = νS, where ν
is an interpreter of V on U, then (∀α)U(S'α) = U(νSα) =
V(Sα). Consequently,
n

∑K

i=1

n

U ( βi

S' ) =

∑ K (β
V

i

S ).

(13)

i=1

Since S can be interpreted as an algorithm (some
program for UTM) that produces any given data string
from its description, algorithm S precisely fits the ver
bal notion of representation formulated by David
Marr [9]. Therefore, the following string definition
can be given.
Definition. Program S for UTM U will be called the
“representation” of the collection of data strings
(images, patterns) B = {β1, …, βn}, if (∀β ∈ B)(∃μ, δ ∈
{0, 1}*)U(Sμδ) = β. String β will be called the
“description” of μ within representation S. This
description consists of regular μ and random δ compo
nents.
If data description is carried out within some repre
sentation, then the mentioned above difficulties will
be eliminated. In particular, because of Eq. (13), the
choice of the UTM will not influence the selection of
the model for specific data string and we will omit the
indication of the specific UTM and write KS(β)
instead of KU(β|S). It should be noted that some repre
sentation S usually specifies the algorithmically
incomplete model space and complexity KS(β) turns
out to be calculable in practice (in contrast to com
plexity KU(β)).
The formal notion of representation can be used to
extend the MDL principle on mass problems giving

representational MDL principle that consists of two
parts [8].
1. The best model μ of data β within given represen
tation S is the model, for which the sum of the follow
ing components is minimized:
—the length of the model l(μ);
—the length of data described with the use of
model KS(β|μ).
Selection criterion and the best model can be cal
culated as
L S ( β, μ ) = K S ( β μ ) + l ( μ )
(14)
and μ* = arg min L S ( β, μ ).
μ

2. The best representation S for the collection of
data strings B = {β1, …, βn} is the representation for
which the sum of the following components is mini
mized:
—the length of representation l(S);
—the sum of lengths of data strings described within
n

the representation

∑ K(β

i

S) .

i=1

Selection criterion and the best representation can
be calculated as
n

L ( B, S ) = l ( S ) +

∑ K (β )
S

i

(15)

i=1

and S* = arg min L ( B, S ).
S

The RMDL principle specifies dependence of
model quality criterion from used representation
(description language), and also gives a criterion for
optimizing the representation itself. Thus, theoretical
grounds for optimizing the representation depending
on the problem domain are obtained instead of the
heuristic selection of coding schemes that occurs dur
ing the practical implementation of the MDL crite
rion.
Of course, the RMDL principle does not give a
complete solution of the problem of automatic repre
sentation optimization; rather, it only gives a criterion
for their comparison that can only be practically used
with an efficient representation search (or generation)
procedures. Nevertheless, this principle can be used
for an objective comparison of handcrafted represen
tations (question of optimality and bounds of applica
bility of heuristic coding schemes was not even stated),
as well as for the automatic optimization of represen
tations within their simple families.
7. SYNTHETIC METHODS
OF PATTERN RECOGNITION
The RMDL principle shows that the existing pat
tern recognition methods use particular representa
tions that specify algorithmically incomplete model
spaces. Universal recognition systems built using this
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approach are doomed to fail. Furthermore, proofs of
the universality of artificial neural networks based on
the fact that they can be used for arbitrarily precise
functional approximations are incorrect. For exam
ple, the polynomial approximation of exponential
function results in the classical effect of overfitting
because, in this representation, the correct model will
have infinite complexity (and its reconstruction will
require an infinite training set).
It is natural that algorithmically complete spaces
are not used in practical recognition methods, but it
leads to a restricted (and varying for different meth
ods) set of detectable regularities. Growing popularity
of composition of classifiers (e.g. [10]) is not surprising
because each classifier uses its own particular model
space, and their composition extends the set of repre
sentable regularities. However, the use of different vot
ing schemes cannot be considered optimal.
The RMDL principle helps to build a synthetic
patternrecognition systems [11], in which the choice
of the best particular classifier is carried out based on
the description length criterion. As an example, con
sider the extension of family of representations in the
Gaussian mixture method. Gaussian mixture is repre
sented in the form
d

p(x w) =

∑ P p ( x C , y ),
i

i

(16)

i

i=1

where x is the pattern (feature vector), Pi is the weight
of ith component of the mixture, p(x|Ci, yi) is the nor
mal distribution with the covariance matrix Ci and
mean vector yi, and w is the combined vector of
parameters of the Gaussian mixture.
In this case, pattern recognition task is reduced to
estimation of mixture parameters w based on training
n
set B = { x i } i = 1 . As it was noted, the MDL principle
helps to solve the problem of selection of number d of
mixture components, but it does not show the possi
bility to extend this representation. The RMDL crite
rion will have the following form for this representa
tion
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Table 2. Description lengths (in bits) of training set (n = 24)
within different mixture models
Type
C
Ci,j =

2
σi

C = σ2I

M=1

M=2

M=3

M=4

834

855

855

–

856

838

817

826

859

857

826

823

tions in different representations correspond to differ
ent models in inductive inference because their
complexity (number of parameters) is different.
Consider the example in Fig. 4.
Here, a fivedimensional space of features is used
(the subset for two features is shown in the figure), and
the patterns are distributed in three clusters (these
clusters are separable in the given fivedimensional
space). The results of clustering using three different
types of representations and different numbers of
components in mixtures are shown.
The corresponding description lengths (in bits) are
given in Table 2. As can be seen from the table, the
minimum description length in different representa
tions is achieved for different numbers of components
in the mixtures. The reason is that Gaussian distribu
tion is defined by 20 parameters in fivedimensional
space, and there is not enough information in the used
training set even to estimate each parameter of mix
ture with three components. At the same time, the
simplest representation appears also to be less efficient
despite models have smaller number of parameters
within it.
As it can be seen, in order to select correct number
of clusters one needs to take different representations
into account and to make choice between them. Even
small difference between representations can be
intrinsic. Of course, automatic selection (based on the
RMDL criterion) between more diverse representa
tions will significantly increase capabilities of pattern
recognition and clustering methods.

n

L ( B, Sw ) = l ( S ) + l ( w ) –

∑ log p ( x
2

i

w ).

8. COMPARISON OF IMAGE
REPRESENTATIONS
USING THE RMDL CRITERION

(17)

i=1

Selection between different representations (differ
ent forms of probability density function p) can be car
ried out based on this criterion.
Consider simpler representations as alternatives,
which can appear to be more efficient. Gaussian mix
tures will be specified by diagonal covariance matrix
2
Ci, i = σ i in one representation, and unity matrix mul
tiplied by dispersion C = σ2I in another representa
tion. Seemingly, these two representations define
models that comprise a subset defined by representa
tion based on full Gaussian mixtures; thus, their inclu
sion should be useless. However, identical distribu
PATTERN RECOGNITION AND IMAGE ANALYSIS

The development of the RMDL principle was pri
marily motivated by the problems of image analysis.
Indeed, the notion of representation is one of the most
crucial elements in image analysis methods. The con
struction of a model (description) of an image is always
carried out by some representation, and there are very
different classes of image representations. Particular
criteria for optimal model selection are usually
deduced for each representation, but the efficiency of
representations themselves is rarely investigated. In
this context, the RMDL principle, which shows an
explicit connection between the selection of model
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Fig. 4. Mixtures with different restrictions on covariance matrix and different numbers of components.

criteria and data representations and also allows defin
ing optimality criterion of representations, can
become very useful element of image analysis method
ology.
Examples of a comparison of the efficiency of
image representations in segmentation algorithms and
representations of contours (borders of regions) in
algorithms of structural analysis are given in the work
[12]. The simplest representation, which reflects some
image properties, is the representation of an image by
an array of brightness values as independent outcomes
of some random variable. In the simplest representa
(1)

tion S 0 , the description length of an image f(x, y) :
G
R can be estimated as follows:

L S0 ( f ) = G H ( f ) + N int log 2N int ,
N int – 1

H( f ) = –

∑

p ( f ) log 2p ( f ),

(18)

f=0

where ||G|| is the area of the region G (number of pixels
in the image f), H(f) is entropy of brightness values in
supposition of their statistical independence, and Nint
is the number of different brightness levels. The first
summand is the description length of pixel brightness
values encoded with Huffman code. In order to
decode it, one must use a code (frequency) table,
which should also be stored in the image description;
its length can be roughly estimated as Nint bits.
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Some image is divided into regions in the task of
segmentation. In other words, the image is repre
sented as a set of regions, each of which is described
independently. The simplest method consists of
describing pixel brightness in regions independently of
the outcomes of some random variable; however,
probability distributions will be unique for each
region. The image is assumed to be divided into the set
(1)
of regions G1, …, Gd, in which the representation S 1 .
Here, borders of the region Gi should also be described
in addition to pixel brightness. That is, the image
description length within this representation can be
estimated as
L S(1 ) ( f ) =
1

∑( G

i

H ( fi )

i

(19)

+ N int log 2N int + δG i log 2N dir ),
where fi(x, y) = f(x, y) | Gi is the image f in the region Gi
with border length ||δGi ||, Ndir is the number of possible
directions from the current border point to the next
point (e.g., Ndir = 8).
Image segmentation based on the criterion (19)
leads to detection of regions with minimal entropy.
However, the increase in the number of regions is also
penalized, i.e., a compromise between the number of
regions and their entropy is sought.
The further complication of the representation
supposes the description of the dependence between
the brightness of pixels inside of regions, which can be
represented in general form as an approximation of the
image in each region by some family of functions.
Let gi(x, y, wi) be some function defined by param
eters wi that approximate the image in the region Gi,
and ri(x, y) = [fi(x, y) – gi(x, y, wi)] be residuals of
approximation. The description length in representa
(1)
tion S 2 can be estimated as
d

L S( 1 ) ( f ) =
2

∑( G

i

H ( r i ) + N int log 2N int

i=1

+ δG i log 2N dir + l ( w i ) ),
m
where l(wi) = i log2 G i is the length of description
2
of parameters wi.
(1)

Quadratic functions for the representation S 2 are
considered as functions gi(x, y, wi) in paper [12]. The
(1)

representation S 3 is also considered, in which
approximation is performed using a system of Gabor
functions.
Table 3 shows the results of a comparison of the
description lengths within different representations for
three sets, i.e., F1, F2, and F3,which contain aerospace
photographs, SAR images, and indoor images, corre
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Table 3. Comparison of quality of representations S n
Image set
F1

F2

F3

(f)

0.837

0.968

0.713

(f)

0.985

0.999

0.921

(f)

0.946

0.988

0.996

Description length ratio
L
L
L

(1)

(f)/L

(1)

(f)/L

(1)

(f)/L

S1

S2

S3

(1)

S0

(1)

S1

(1)

S1

spondingly. It should be pointed out that ratio of aver
age description lengths is shown here without taking
complexity of representations themselves into
account. Difference in the latter complexity can be
tens kilobytes that will result in slight changes in total
value of the RMDL criterion (and the ratio L(F2,
(1)

(1)

S 2 )/L(F2, S 1 ) will be larger than 1).
It can be seen that the efficiency of different repre
sentations varies in different image samples. However,
the separation of images into regions appears to be
efficient in terms of the RMDL criterion on all sam
ples that can be used to objectively ground representa
tions of this type; however, its efficiency is not guaran
teed for image samples from different problem
domains. The higher efficiency of the representation
using of the polynomial approximation of brightness
distribution in regions for indoor image samples is
rather interesting. This result corresponds with the
presence of smooth changes in brightness on these
images. At the same time, the approximation with
Gabor functions appears to be more efficient for aero
space images of landscapes with natural textures.
Borders of the region obtained as a result of seg
mentation or contours detected by local operators are
commonly used as the basis for image representations
at the next level of abstraction. The description of con
tours in the form of their structural elements inevitably
leads to the problem of selecting an alphabet for these
elements. Typical structural elements are line seg
ments and arcs of circles and ellipses. One can con
sider a contour representation in the form of chain
(2)
code ( S 0 ) without dividing the contours into struc
tural elements, as well as representations that include
approximation contour segments by line segments
(2)
only ( S 1 ), by line segments and arcs of second order
(2)

curves ( S 2 ), and by curves of the first, second, and
(2)

third order ( S 3 ). The description length criterion can
be estimated for each of these representations of con
tours. Table 4 shows estimations of average description
lengths of contours detected on images of the same
samples.
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Table 4. Comparison of quality of representations S n
Image set
Description length ratio
L
L
L

(2)

(δG)/L

(2)

(δG)/L

(2)

(δG)/L

S1

S2

S3

F1

F2

F3

(2)

(δG)

0.809

0.812

0.679

(2)

(δG)

0.831

0.845

0.791

(2)

(δG)

1.007

1.007

1.006

S0

S1

S2

The efficiency of representations differs, but here,
in contrast to the previous example, the selection of
the most efficient representation does not depend on
the sample. This is the representation that includes
line segments and arcs of circles and ellipses. The
additional inclusion of thirdorder curves into the
alphabet of structural elements does not increase the
efficiency of the representation. Of course, this con
clusion cannot be extended to images of other prob
lem domains without corresponding experimental val
idation.
The selection of image representations based on
the RMDL criterion can be performed automatically,
which greatly increases the adaptive capabilities of
image analysis methods while solving problems with
prior uncertainty. For example, this selection can be
performed in methods of the structural matching of
arbitrary images. The possibility of optimizing feature
based representations is theoretically and empirically
grounded in [13] for image analysis systems that func
tion in the specific visual environment, e.g., for the
case when a serial model of a robot is used in a priori
unknown apartments. The optimization of represen
tation should be considered the essential or “strong”
learning of imageanalysis systems, whereas the accu
mulation of information in existing representations is
superficial or “weak” learning.
Thus, the optimal selection of the model within
some representation is the main element in tasks of
perception and optimal representation selection is the
main element both types of problems, which makes
this principle a powerful tool in image analysis and
pattern recognition.
CONCLUSIONS
One of the general problems in inductive inference
consists of specifying a decision criterion, without
which correct data interpretation is impossible. Even
widely used Bayes’ criterion frequently causes an a pri
ori probability problem, which (when ignored) results
in overlearning effect.

Algorithmic complexity provides a reliable theoret
ical basis for solving these problems. However, univer
sal prior distribution over algorithmically complete
model space does not allow practically realizable
search. Instead, restricted families of models and heu
ristic coding schemes are applied, which result in a
practical MDL principle, the use of which has shown
many positive results in solving tasks of pattern recog
nition and image analysis. However, these results
brought limited progress in these fields because the
fundamental problems remain unsolved.
One of the current directions of research consists in
filling the gap between theoretical and practical ver
sions of the MDL principle. In order to do this, the
notion of representation should be incorporated into
this principle, which leads to the representational
MDL principle, based on which model selection crite
ria are constructed that explicitly depend on the given
representation and criteria for the automatic optimi
zation of the representation are obtained, rather than
using static heuristic coding schemes. In particular,
the application of this approach yields essentially
learnable image analysis algorithms.
The primary reason for the nonuniversality of
existent methods of image analysis and pattern recog
nition consists of using algorithmically incomplete
solution spaces caused by intractable search problem.
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